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ABSTRACT
We present here the GTZAN-Rhythm test-set which is
an extension of the GTZAN test-set with rhythm annotations. While there is a controversy related to the use of the
GTZAN test-set for music genre classification [13], its audio content is however representative of real commercial
music of various music genre and its audio is also already
widely shared. Also, considering the various genres included in it, it provides a good balance between various
types of rhythm including tracks with and without swing.
We manually annotated the 1000 audio excerpts into beat,
downbeat and swing annotations. We describe here this
new test-set, as well as the validation of the annotations
and the various uses one can make out of it (swing analysis, beat and downbeat tracking).
1. INTRODUCTION
The GTZAN-Rhythm test-set 1 is an extension of the
GTZAN test-set with rhythm annotations (beat, downbeat
and swing). While there exist several test-set related to
rhythm annotations (see Table below), none of them provides annotation at the swing level (systematic displacement of the eight note).
We therefore decided to create a new test-set with the
full metrical information including the swing factor for our
research on swing estimation [9]. Rather than starting from
scratch, we have decided to extend an existing corpus, the
GTZAN test-set, because its audio represents real commercial music and because its audio is already widely shared.
2. GTZAN-RHYTHM TEST-SET
In the following we describe this new test-set using the recommendation made by [11] for ”the description of annotated MIR corpora”. The letters and numbers in brackets
(such as ”(B31)”) refer to the description of [11].
1 Acknowledgements: This work was partly founded by the French
government Programme Investissements d’Avenir (PIA) through the Bee
Music Project.
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2.1 (A) Raw corpus (audio):
The GTZAN-Rhythm test-set is based on the audio of a
widely used test-set for music genre recognition research:
the GTZAN test-set [14]. This test-set is made of 1000 audio excerpts of 30-seconds duration in mono at 22.050 Hz.
Those are equally distributed into 10 music genres: blues,
classical, country, disco, hip-hop, jazz, metal, pop, reggae
and rock.
2.2 (B) Annotations
(B1) Annotation origin: Each track of the test-set has
been manually annotated (B15).
(B21) Concepts definition: The concepts being annotated are the downbeat, beat/tactus (quarter-note) and
eight-note/tatum positions 2 .
(B22) Annotation rules: The annotation was performed on the whole duration of each excerpt in a semiautomatic way. Beat and downbeat positions have been
first automatically estimated using ircambeat software
[12]. Then the resulting beat and downbeat positions have
been manually corrected. The subdivision (by 2 or 3) of
the beat positions have been used to generate the tatum positions which have been displaced by hand to fit locally the
audio content.
(B31) Annotators: The annotations have been made
by two different annotators, both are practicing musicians
and researchers. One annotator did all the tracks numbered
from 0 to 49, the other annotator did the tracks from 50 to
99. Each annotator then verified the work of each other,
and reached a consensus when they were not in agreement.
2 We only annotated the eight-note position when swing exist or in
case of a ternary track.

(B32) Corpus Validation/Reliability: We tested the
inter-annotator agreement between the two annotators. For
this a part of the test-set (tracks from 95 to 99 from each
genre) was annotated by both annotators.
For beat positions, we tested the inter-annotator agreement using the 3 followng metrics: F-measure, AMLt and
Information Gain. We used the beat-tracking-evaluationtoolbox presented in [1] to compute these metrics. The results are presented in Table 1. The good F-measure (91%),
AMLt (95%) and information gain (4 bits) show that both
annotators are most of the times in agreement for the positions of the beats.

Agreement

F-measure
90.7%

AMLt
94.9%

Inf. Gain
3.99 bits

3. APPLICATIONS
As there is currently no test-set on which the swing ratio
is annotated, our main contribution is to provide one. This
test-set has been already used for our study on swing ratio
estimation [9]. We hope it could serve to quantitatively
evaluate other related works on swing.
This test-set also provides beat and downbeat annotations on a large (1000 tracks) set of commercial audio tracks. It could therefore be used for the evaluation of beat-tracking, downbeat-tracking, tempo or meter
estimation algorithms. Even though some audio tracks
of the GTZAN-Rhythm test-set are quite simple for beat
and downbeat tracking, some other (especially in the jazz,
blues and classical section) are quite challenging.
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